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The acceleration of electrons injected in a plasma wave generated by the laser wakefield mechanism
has been observed. A maximum energy gain of 1.6 MeV has been measured and the maximum
longitudinal electric field is estimated to 1.5 GVym. The experimental data agree with theoretical
predictions when 3D effects are taken into account. The duration of the plasma wave inferred from the
number of accelerated electrons is of the order of 1 ps. [S0031-9007(98)06766-0]

PACS numbers: 41.75.Lx, 52.35.–g, 52.40.Nk, 52.75.Di
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The generation of large amplitude electric fields
plasmas by high-power lasers has been studied for sev
years in the context of high-field particle acceleratio
[1]. The ponderomotive force of the laser excites
longitudinal electron plasma wave (EPW) with a pha
velocity close to the speed of light [2]. Two mechanism
have been considered to excite the EPW.

In the laser beat wave acceleration (LBWA) approac
the beating of a two frequency laser creates a modulat
of its intensity. When the frequency difference is equal
the natural oscillation frequency of the plasma electro
vp , an EPW is excited resonantly. This can lead to lar
amplitude electric fields. A precise tuning of the electro
density is therefore mandatory in LBWA experiment
LBWA has been extensively studied during the 1990
with 1 mm [3] and10 mm [4–6] lasers.

In the “standard” laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA
approach, a single short laser pulse excites the EP
[2,7,8]. As the ponderomotive force associated with t
longitudinal gradient of the laser intensity exerts tw
successive pushes in opposite directions on the plas
electrons, the excitation of the EPW is maximum whe
the laser pulse duration is of the order of1yvp .

At high electron density, and high laser intensity,
long—with respect to1yvp —laser pulse breaks into
short pulselets at1yvp through the stimulated Raman
scattering instability [9–11]. In this self-modulated mod
(SM LWFA), the very high longitudinal electric field of
the EPW traps plasma electrons and accelerates them
high energies [12–16]. However, SM LWFA may no
be the best candidate for very high energy accelerato
in particular, because the EPW grows from an instabil
so that its phase is unpredictable, and also because of
low Lorentz factorgp ø vyvp of the phase velocity of
the EPW at high electron density.

Standard LWFA seems particularly suited for partic
acceleration. It is not affected by saturation (e.g., re
0031-9007y98y81(5)y995(4)$15.00
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tivistic detuning [5] or modulational instability [3]) as is
LBWA, and operates at low density, wheregp can be
quite high. The excitation of radial EPW by laser wake
field has already been observed by two-pulse frequen
domain interferometry [17,18].

In this Letter, we present the first observation of LWF
of injected electrons. A particular emphasis has been giv
to the separation of the signal from the background (B
noise in the design of the experimental apparatus [1
and in the analysis of the data. In the case of LBW
experiments, Claytonet al. have shown that magnetic and
or transverse electric fields, due to a Weibel-like instabili
[20], still exist in the plasma a long (a few nanosecond
time after the excitation of the EPW. Electrons deflect
by such fields can scatter on the walls of the vacuu
chamber and provide a spurious signal, as is possibly
case in [21] and in the surprising result of [22].

The transverse and longitudinal components of a line
EPW created by laser wakefield, for a laser beam with
Gaussian radial profile and a Gaussian time distributio
can be expressed [1,7] asEr  s4ryw2dA sinsvpt 2 kpzd
andEz  kpA cossvpt 2 kpzd, with

A 
p

p vpt0 exp
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,

(1)
where the time variation of the laser intensity is describ
by expf2styt0d2g, Imax is the maximum intensity,w the
1ye2 radius in intensity, andkp  vpyc. At a given
value of t0, Ez varies like svpt0d2 expf2svpt0d2y4g.
This gives a broad maximum close tovpt0  2, i.e.,
vpt  4

p
ln 2, wheret is the pulse duration at FWHM.

With t  400 fs, this corresponds to an electron den
sity n  2.2 3 1016 cm23, an EPW wavelengthlp 
226 mm, and an EPW Lorentz factorgp  214. The
corresponding helium pressure is 0.4 mbar for a fu
ionized plasma. Finally, the maximum electric field a
© 1998 The American Physical Society 995
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resonance isEzfGVymg  1.35 3 10218ImaxfWycm2g 3

slfmmgd2ytfpsg. The relative longitudinal perturbation of
the electron density isdk  EzyE0, whereE0  mcvpye.

The ratio of the transverse to the longitudinal electr
field, atr ø w0y

p
2 is EryEz 

p
2 lpypw0, here equal

to 4, w0 being the laser beam sizew at the waist. We
obtain the value of the relative transverse perturbati
of the electron density [17] byd'ydk  sEryEzd2, here
equal to 16. This means that, in our conditions, th
EPW is mainly excited in the radial regime: the transver
electric field is stronger than the longitudinal electric field

Particle simulations using the model described
Ref. [23] show that with our parameters,Ez is actually
lower than the linear value given above, when the las
energy is so high thatd' $ 2. The cavitation created
by the radial oscillation affects the development of th
longitudinal oscillation. The corresponding limit value o
dk is hereø10%.

The experimental apparatus is based on the exist
facility already used for the study of LBWA [3,19]. A
sketch of the experiment as in 1994 can be found
Fig. 1 of Ref. [19]. We use the 400 fs,1.057 mm chirped
pulse amplification laser at Laboratoire pour l’Utilisatio
des Lasers Intenses (LULI). The 80 mm diameter bea
is injected into a pulse compressor, and focused in
gas filled chamber by a 1.4 m focal length 30± off-axis
parabola. A fraction of the compressed beam is collect
before focusing and sent to a single-shot second-or
autocorrelator for pulse duration measurement. A lo
intensity fraction of the beam is collected after the plasm
and sent to a focal spot monitor. A300 mA cw electron
beam is injected in the plasma at a total energy of 3 Me
with an rms spot size of30 mm and an rms divergence of
10 mrad [19]. The accelerated electrons are measured
a magnetic spectrograph and 17 detectors in the range
to 5.9 MeV. The linear gates have been withdrawn, a
the voltage of the photomultipliers was tuned so that t
calibration factor was equal to 2.5 ADC (analog to digita
converter) count per electron. The duration of the ga
was set to 20 ns.

A series of 250 shots has been performed, most
them with a laser energy in the range 4–9 J. O
average, after compression, 20% of this energy is focus
to a spot with typical sizew0,H  30 mm (horizontal
waist) andw0,V  19 mm (vertical waist), with Rayleigh
length of z0,H  2.3 mm and z0,V  2.0 mm. With a
central spot energy of 1.5 J, the values of the maximu
power, intensity, electric field, EPW amplitude, and of th
expected linear energy gain arePmax  3.5 TW, Imax 
4 3 1017 Wycm2, Ez  1.5 GVym, dk  10%, DW 
pez0Ez  10 MeV. The main source of fluctuation is
due to the laser pulse duration. For shots for which t
quantitiest, E, w0,H,V could be measured, the amplitud
varies in the rangedk  s1 15d%. Electron acceleration
was observed in all of these shots.

A typical spectrum is presented in Fig. 1 (dots).
shows a peak at low electron energy, that can be fitted
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FIG. 1. Spectrum of a typical shot (dots). The fit is describe
in the text. The continuous line shows the sum of the tw
contributions.

a decreasing exponential (dotted line) and a high ene
tail (dashed line) that has the same shape as the BG n
spectrum, as explained below.

To check the energy of the electrons impinging o
a given channel, we have inserted stainless steel filt
with various thicknesses in front of some scintillators
The signal of the corresponding channel is reduced
a factor which depends on the mean electron ener
The transmission factor for laser shots and BG noi
runs is compared with the result of a simulation [24] a
the electron energy corresponding to the channel. Fr
the low transmission factor in channel 12, with nomin
electron energy of 5.14 MeV, we infer that the hig
energy tail is actually due to electrons with an avera
energy of about 2 MeV.

We now examine the various contributions to the B
noise. The BG noise due to Coulomb scattering of t
beam electrons in the gas has been subtracted in Fig
This noise has been studied in separate runs, with
the laser. For each channel, the average value sca
with pressure with a typical proportionality factor o
8 e2ymbar. This factor does not decrease with th
channel number as for simple Coulomb scattering. Th
“gas” BG is due to electrons deflected at low angle
the gas that impact on the flange of the bottle neck
the dump. Part of these are backscattered, reenter
magnetic field of the spectrograph, and may fly back in
the detector [19].

The tail in Fig. 1 is due to an excess of BG noise.
is observed only for shots with accelerated electrons, i.
in correlation with the EPW. We call it “EPW” BG
noise. It is due to electrons deflected in the plasma clo
to the waist, while Coulomb scattering occurs along th
whole path of the electrons, with a different geometry. T
simulate the former, we have introduced a11 mm Al foil
at focus, in vacuum. The obtained noise spectrum h
a shape similar to the shape of the gas spectrum. T
electrons scattered at large angle in the foil are block
by the d1 collimator (See Fig. 12 of Ref. [19]). Few of
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them are rescattered at the edge of the collimator. As t
latter is not at focus, some of them impact on the flange
the dump. This is the reason for the similar shape of t
two distributions.

The signals of three channels have also been record
on a storage oscilloscope for each shot. A peak, abo
10 ns in duration at 10%, is observed in correlation wit
the ADC recording, for channels 1 (signal), 8, and 1
(EPW BG noise). Therefore both the EPW BG nois
and the signal are shorter than 10 ns, while the gas B
noise is obviously continuous. The EPW BG noise lev
is too high to be due only to the electrons deflecte
by the transverse electric field of the EPW, because
its short (ps) lifetime, and because of the high rejectio
power of the collimation system [19], as shown by th
low noise level induced by the foil. An effect like the
Weibel instability already observed in Ref. [20] is a goo
candidate to explain a long term (ns) deviation of th
electrons. It could thus explain this BG. The signal i
separated from the EPW BG noise by the process of t
simultaneous fit of the exponential peak and of the ta
(Fig. 1). We define the end pointWobs of the spectrum
of the signal as the energy for which the exponenti
peak decreases to one electron. For the shots for wh
enough channels have a signal to make a fit, the slopea is
found equal toa0  24.4 6 1.1 MeV21, a number that
is observed not to depend on the parameters of the la
pulse or of the plasma. Therefore we have used the sa
valuea  a0 to computeDWobs for all the shots.

The variation of the signalS1 in channel 1 withvpt0 is
presented in Fig. 2 (left), where bothvp andt0 have been
varied. As expected, the data show a maximum clo
to vpt0  2. The spectrum ofDWobs is much broader
(right), as DWobs varies like logS1 in the exponential
peak. Here,dk is low, and the length of the high gradien
region, of the order of2z0, is smaller than the dephasing
length of the electrons with respect to the EPW, equal
8 mm. Therefore,DWobs should have the same resonan
dependence withvpt0 asA [Eq. (1)]. Note also that the

FIG. 2. Variations of S1 (left) and of DWobs (right) with
vpt0. The fitting procedure (S1 . 10e2) introduces a cutoff
at DWobs  0.85 MeV. The pressure is varied in the range 0
2 mbar with half of the data taken at “resonance.” The ma
source of variation ofvpt0 is the fluctuation oft0. Only data
with t , 1 ps are used.
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maximum value ofDWobs, close to 1.6 MeV, is smaller
than the value obtained from the linear approximation
1D geometry, close to 10 MeV.

The transverse electric field of the EPW affects t
trajectories of the electrons. Depending on their pha
electrons undergo a focusing or defocusing force wh
they enter the EPW. The defocused electrons are expe
radially before they enter the high accelerating regio
On the contrary, the focused electrons are transvers
trapped in the EPW, and should be accelerated in
efficiently [25].

In fact, a numerical tracking of the trajectories o
electrons in the EPW, using the code described in [2
shows that most of them miss the waist transverse
This can be understood in the simple model of Ref. [2
where the trajectory of an electron is described by a th
domain approximation: a drift in free space, an “adiabat
region where the electron is trapped by the transve
field, and another drift on exit. Trapping occurs ve
far from the waist, at a location wheredk is equal to a
critical valuedc  gsw0yz0d2y4 [25], here equal to1023,
g being the electron Lorentz factor. Then, in the cent
region, the evolution of the envelope of the electro
beam is determined by the evolution of the betatr
function in the EPW, so that the beam size at the wa
is sw  s0

4
p

dkydc z0ybp wheres0 andbp are the beam
size and the betatron function at the waist in vacuu
For s0  30 mm and z0 ø bp, and for dk  10%, we
have sw  90 mm, much larger than the size of th
plasma wavesEPW  w0y2 ø 10 mm. The key point is
that after trapping in the EPW, thee2 beam size varies
like

p
b ~ d

21y4
k ~ f1 1 szyz0d2g1y4, while in vacuum it

varies likew ~ f1 1 szyz0d2g1y2. In the presence of the
EPW, the decrease of the beam size while approach
the waist is much slower. A more precise description
this effect (Fig. 3, left) is obtained using the simulatio
electrons are tracked [26] through an EPW compu

FIG. 3. 3D Monte Carlo simulation [26] of the energy gai
(left) of 1000 electrons as a function of their phase with resp
to the EPW. a, beam on axis;b, small emittance beam
(30 nm 3 10 mrad rms); c, real emittance beam (30 mm 3
10 mrad rms). The corresponding spectrum in the ten fi
channels (right) shows an exponential peak with a slo
of 26.1 MeV21.
997
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FIG. 4. Electron spectra withE  0.25, 0.49, 2.1 J (continu-
ous lines) compared to simulated spectra (2000 incident e
trons, dashed lines). At 2.1 J, the high energy tail is due
EPW BG noise.

in the linear regime, created by a laser beam, in
Gaussian approximation with cylindrical symmetry, i.e
according to Eq. (1). Electrons injected on axis (cur
a) undergo an acceleration or a deceleration, depend
on their injection phasew. Electrons injected with a
tiny emittance (b) in the focusing part of the wave ar
not affected, while those that are defocused are expe
before the high accelerating gradient region is reach
Electrons injected with real emittance (c) miss the EPW
waist even in the focusing part of the EPW. Note al
that both the length of the completely ionized plasm
Lpl ø 25 mm, and the length on which the electrons a
captured by the EPW [25]Lcapt  2z0

p
dydc ø 40 mm

are larger than the dephasing lengthLdephas ø 8 mm:
most of the electrons have the occasion to be expe
from the EPW by a defocusing field during their pa
through the EPW.

The corresponding fraction of the electrons accelera
throughout the plasma is low (Fig. 3, right) and the ma
mum energy gain observed in the simulation is mu
lower than the maximum possible energy gainDW 
pez0Ez. The slope of the simulated spectrum is in agre
ment with the observed value. The accelerated electr
are contained in a divergence angle of670 mrad, well in-
side the acceptance of the detector. To reach the m
mum possible energy gain, the increase of the radial s
of the accelerated electron beam could be overcome ei
by an injection at a higher energy, or by a limitation
the EPW length, by using a gas jet.

Figure 4 shows electron spectra at three laser cen
energies. As the electron flow delivered by the Van
Graaff is constant during the lifetimeT of the EPW,
we infer an estimate ofT from a comparison of the
normalizations of the observed and simulated spec
The obtained value is of about 1 ps, in agreement w
particle simulations using the model of Ref. [23].

In conclusion, we have observed the acceleration
electrons injected in an EPW generated by laser wakefi
with a maximum energy gain of 1.6 MeV. We als
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observe a tail in the high energy channels. Our cros
check using stainless steel filters proves that this ta
is actually due to low energy deflected electrons. Th
BG, clearly correlated with the plasma wave, can fak
accelerated electrons in this kind of experiment. Th
experimental data agree with theoretical predictions wh
3D effects are taken into account.
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